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Abstract: Efficiency measures and the integration of renewable energy sources are key to achieving
a sustainable society. The cumulative exergy consumption describes the resource consumption of
a product from the raw material to the final utilisation. It includes the exergy expenses for energy
infrastructure as well as the imported energy. Since consumers and renewable potentials are usually
in different locations, grid restrictions and energy flows have a significant impact on the optimal
energy system design. In this paper we will use cumulative exergy minimisation together with
load flow calculations to determine the optimal system design of a multi-cell municipal energy
system. Two different load flow representations are compared. The network flow model uses
transmission efficiencies for heat, gas and electricity flows. The power flow representation uses a
linear DC approximated load flow for electricity flows and a MILP (mixed integer linear programming)
representation for heat and gas flows to account for the nonlinear pressure loss relation. Although
both representations provide comparable overall results, the installed capacities in the individual cells
differ significantly. The differences are greatest in well meshed cells, while they are small in stub lines.

Keywords: energy systems optimisation; exergy analysis; multi-energy systems; energy-system
design; municipal energy systems; cumulative-exergy consumption minimisation; optimal power flow

1. Introduction

The European Union’s (EU) climate neutrality goals [1] require a shift in the energy system from
fossil fuels towards renewable energy sources (RES). Statistics [2] show a 14% share of RES in gross
available energy in the EU-28 (ranging from 5% in the Netherlands and Malta to 43% in Latvia). In
some countries, today’s local energy demand exceeds the available RES potentials, for example in
Austria [3,4]. In such cases, efficiency measures and/or RES imports from other countries are key to
reach the goal of a sustainable society.

Exergy is a useful concept to identify efficiency potentials. Exergy is defined as the maximum
useful work that can be extracted from any form of energy. It is the driving potential contained in
energy that causes a thermodynamic change of state. Unlike energy, which is subject to the law of
conservation, exergy is always consumed when brought to equilibrium with its surroundings. Without
an external supply, changes of state can only occur from higher to lower exergy levels. Therefore, as
exergy flows through the energy system, it constantly deteriorates until its final use [5].

While mechanical work, electricity and chemical energy carriers can be considered as pure exergy,
the exergy content of heat is dependent on the temperature difference between the heat θ and the
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ambient state θamb. This is equivalent to the Carnot efficiency ηC. The lower the temperature difference,
the lower the exergy content.

ηC =
θ− θamb

θ
(1)

Electricity accounts for only 22% of final energy consumption in the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries [6]. Heat usually takes a much larger share; for
example, in Austria it is 50.7% [7]. Nevertheless, their energy strategies tend to focus on decarbonising
the electricity sector [8]. With an integrated approach, in which several sectors (households, industry,
transport, etc.) and energy carriers (electricity, heat, natural gas, hydrogen, biomass, etc.) are considered
in a so-called multi-energy system (MES), synergies can be used for further decarbonisation [8,9].
Appropriate coupling technology (e.g., heat pumps, combined heat and power plants (CHP), etc.)
and storages (e.g., batteries, pumped hydro, thermal energy storage, etc) are necessary to provide
the flexibility for the integration of variable RES [9]. In addition, the necessary energy networks
must be taken into account, since renewable potentials and consumers are usually located in different
places [10]. In such cases, MES can also reduce the strain on energy transmission and distribution
infrastructure [11].

2. State of Research and Research Objective

Exergy is a good common basis in MES when comparing different forms of energy [12]. The main
objective of all methods and tools of exergy analysis presented in the literature is to enhance resource
efficiency [13,14]. Examples comprise of thermo-economics [15], cumulative exergy consumption [16],
exergetic cost theory [17,18] and extended exergy analysis [19]. The main differences between the
individual methods are in the selected system boundaries. In this work we focus on the cumulative
exergy consumption (CExC) methodology, which we extend by load flow calculations.

2.1. Cumulative Exergy Consumption

The CExC concept, introduced by Szargut et al. [16], describes the resource consumption to
provide a product or service. It quantifies the exergy consumption from the raw materials or energy
carriers to their final utilisation in a product or a service [20]. Therefore, by using a fuel-product
concept, it describes the exergy expenditures to produce a single product unit. The same results can be
obtained by the exergetic cost theory developed by Valero et al. [17], even though it uses a different
formalisation [14].

On a technical level the CExC methodology was applied to chemical processes [16], oxy-fuel
combustion plants [21], organic Rankine cycle pants for waste heat utilisation [22]. On a larger scale, it
was used to analyse the resource efficiency of whole countries and societies [23], including China [24]
and the United States [25]. In Milan, CExC was used to compare different energy scenarios in smart
city planning processes [26]. Kriechbaum and Kienberger proposed the CExC-minimisation to obtain
the optimal design of municipal energy systems with high shares of RES [27].

2.2. Multi-Energy-Systems

A Multi-Energy-System (MES) is a holistic consideration of an energy system, covering the
“stages from the extraction and treatment (e.g., gas well, coal mine, sun) to the services (e.g., heating,
illumination, transport), while also considering the different carriers (e.g., electricity, natural gas, oil,
coal)” [9]. According to Mancarella [28], MES can be characterised by four categories: multi-service,
multi-fuel, spatial and network. Multi-fuel means that an energy service can be supplied by multiple
fuels (e.g., domestic heat production by a resistance heater or a heat pump). Multi-service means
that one fuel type can supply multiple energy services (e.g., electricity and heat from a CHP-plant).
The spatial category outlines the different levels of aggregation (e.g., buildings, districts, provinces,
etc.), while the network category discusses the influence of electricity, heat and gas grids. The cellular
approach [29] is a flexible aggregation concept. RES, conversion units, storage and demand are merged
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into cells according to geographical criteria; the size of the individual cells depends on the task. Those
cells are then connected by the different energy grids.

The energy hub concept is the most generic MES modelling approach [30]. It was developed to
analyse the power flows of different energy carriers in grid-based MES [31]. Since then this concept
has been widely used in literature [32], for example for OPF (optimal power flow) applications [31],
topological optimisation [33] and reliability considerations [34]. The microgrid [35] and the virtual
power plant [36] modelling concepts also consider some MES aspects, even though they were primarily
developed for electricity grid modelling. A microgrid modelling approach was used to minimise daily
operational costs in their ploy-generation microgrid at the Savon Campus of Genoa University [37]. In
a feasibility study, a virtual power plant approach is used to assess the feasibility of power balancing
in an electricity grid consisting solely of renewable energies with CHP-plants, heat pumps and thermal
storage [38].

2.3. Load Flow Calculations

The main objective of load flow calculations in electric grids is the determination of complex nodal
voltages and its dependent quantities such as line flows, currents and losses [39]. For alternating current
(AC) networks, such load flow calculations result in a set of nonlinear equations. In optimal power
flow (OPF) such power flow equations are used to determine the optimal operation of electrical grids
while at the same time considering the electrical laws and engineering limits [40]. Such a general OPF
problem results in a mixed-integer-nonlinear, non-convex and largescale optimisation problem [41].
Many developed OPF solution methods have distinct mathematical and computational requirements,
but to date, no general formulation and solution approach is available for all various forms of OPF [42].

The OPF modelling detail depends on the goal and purpose of the application. Long term
planning models use coarser temporal and spatial data aggregation compared to short term operational
models [40]. Since this paper deals with system design and planning, we will further focus on the
coarser models. Geidl [43] proposed a classification in network flow and power flow models. Network
flow models show little modelling detail and can be further divided in type I (no losses) and type
II (losses modelled as transmission efficiency). Power flow models are based on physical principles
linking voltage and current or pressure and mass flow. For electricity they can be further divided into
full AC and simplified linear approximated DC models [44]. Linear, piecewise-linear and nonlinear
models for heat and gas flows are available.

While there are thousands of published papers focusing solely on the electric power system
OPF [40], the optimal power flow of multiple energy carriers (electricity, heat and gas) has not received
much attention yet. Most work published in this field is related to the “Energy Hub” concept [45].
Geidl and Andersson [31] compared the non-linear power flow of electricity, heat and gas networks to
the standard dispatch methods for electrical power systems. Shao et al. [46] presented a MILP-OPF
formulation of electricity and natural gas flows. Integrated optimal power flow for urban electricity,
heat and gas networks is investigated by Xu et al. [47]. Krause et al. [12] investigated exergy efficient
operation of a MES using OPF. The integrated electricity and natural gas power flow of an electric
IEEE-14 test grid connected to the Belgian gas grid was investigated by Unsihuay et al. [48] using an
evolutionary optimisation together with the Newton and interior point methods.

2.4. Research Objective and Paper Outline

Exergy-efficient energy systems are essential, especially since the RES potentials are usually
limited. The time-varying nature of electricity production from PV (photovoltaic) and wind calls for
models that combine planning and operational aspects [49]. Therefore, when designing exergy optimal
energy systems, generally the following two research questions need to be answered:

• System design: How can the optimum capacity of storages and conversion units be determined?
• System operation: How can such a system be operated while always meeting the demand?
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A basic methodology to answer both was developed by the authors in [27]. CExC-minimisation
was used together with single cell model to calculate the optimal installed capacities of RES, storages
and conversion units. However, geographical factors such as spatial dimension, the local availability
of RES and the transport capacities of the energy networks were neglected. In this paper we will
particularly focus on these points. Therefore, the aim is to answer the following research questions:

• What is the impact of maximum grid capacities on installed RES, storage and conversion unit
capacities and their operation?

• What is the impact of different load flow representations (network flow vs. power flow)?
• What influence do the spatially unevenly distributed RE potentials have? High potentials typically

exist in thinly populated rural regions, low potentials in densely populated cities.

To answer these questions we combine the CExC methodology [16] with load flow calculations.
This and the corresponding problem formulation are presented in Section 2. A case study using a
multi-cell model and different load flow representations is carried out. Together with its results, this is
presented in Section 3. The paper concludes with a discussion of the results in Section 4.

3. Methodology

In this work we use CExC-minimisation together with network and power flow calculations to
determine the optimal design of a multi-cell municipal MES. We use a brownfield modelling approach.
This means that existing infrastructure will be considered in the model. In our case, we assume that
the energy networks are given and want to determine the installed capacities of RES, conversion units
and storages. This requires modelling the individual components of the energy system, including the
energy grids connecting the individual cells. The optimum system design is reached when the energy
system’s CExC reaches a minimum. For load flow modelling we will compare a linear network flow
formulation to a MILP power flow formulation. The MILP formulation is used to piecewise linearise
the nonlinear pressure loss in heat and gas pipes.

3.1. Formulation of the Optimisation Problem

Such a CExC-minimisation task can be formulated as a general constrained optimisation
problem [50], of which the most general form is:

f = minF(x, y) (2)

h(x, y) = 0 (3)

g(x, y) ≤ 0 (4)

Equation (2) is the objective function, which only consists of linear variables and delivers a scalar
value. Equations (3) and (4) generally describe the equality and inequality constraints, respectively,
where x are the continuous and y are the integer variables. In this work integer variables are only
needed for the power flow calculations.

3.2. Cumulative Exergy Consumption Minimisation

CExC-minimisation is an option to obtain an exergy optimal energy system. This means that the
difference between total CExC expenditures B∗Xt and total exergy yields BY

t must become a minimum.
The objective function can therefore be formulated as follows:

minF(x, y) = B∗Xt − BY
t (5)

where total expenditures B∗Xt are the sum of the expenditures for the individual components x1, x2, . . .
∈ X = {electricity import, battery, CHP, PV, . . . }. They can be categorised into four groups (Figure 1):
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storages s1, s2, . . . ∈ S = {battery, H2 tank,...}, conversion units c1, c2, . . . ∈ C = {gas boiler, CHP,...},
RES r1, r2, . . . ∈ R = {PV, wind,...} and imports i1, i2, . . . ∈ I = {electricity, natural gas,...}. Total CExC
expenditures can be calculated for each group (Equation (6)).
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Total yields BY
t are the sum of the yields of the individual components y1, y2, . . . ∈ Y = {excess

electricity, heat load, . . . }. They can be further categorised into two groups (Figure 1): loads l1, l2,
. . . ∈ L = {electricity load, heat load, . . . } and excess energy e1, e2, . . . ∈ E = {excess electricity, excess
heat, . . . }. Equation (7) is used to calculate groupwise and total exergy yields. For expenditures, all
previous exergy consumption is cumulated; for revenue, the actual physical exergy contents are used.
A detailed description of the assessment of expenditures and yields can be found in Kriechbaum and
Kienberger [27].

B∗Xt =
∑
x∈X

B∗Xx =
∑
s∈S

B∗Ss +
∑
c∈C

B∗Cc +
∑
r∈R

B∗Rr +
∑
i∈I

B∗Ii (6)

BY
t =

∑
y∈Y

BY
y =

∑
l∈L

BL
l +

∑
e∈E

BE
e (7)

Energy transmission components t1, t2, . . . ∈ T = {electric line, heat pipeline, gas pipeline, . . . } are not
listed here, as they are considered as existing infrastructure. Therefore, they do not cause additional
CExC expenditures. However, constraints are created to model the behaviour of the different grids.
All components in the model are connected via buses b1, b2, . . . ∈ B = {electric bus, heat bus, gas bus, . . . }.
No expenses are incurred for these buses.

3.3. Energy System Components

An energy system consists of different individual components. Sources and sinks are used to
model energy flows over the system boundaries (Figure 2). The internal structure consists of conversion
units, storages and transmission lines. They are used to convert the energy carriers to the desired
forms of energy and deliver it to the consumers to meet their load.
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with slacks nodes, loads, RES, conversion units, storages, electrical lines and heat pipelines and busses.

For each component in the energy system, the equality and inequality constraints as well as the
corresponding parts of the objective function must be added to the optimisation model. The constraints
include maximum values, fixed time series for loads and RES, conversion efficiencies as well as the load
flow equations. The objective function is composed of the expenditures and yields of the individual
components. The expenditures B∗Xx comprise an investment and operating share. For an expenditure
component x they are calculated according to Equation (8):

B∗Xx = PX
x,inst · r

∗p,X
x +

∑
t

(PX
x (t) · r

∗X
x · τ) (8)

The first term describes investment expenditures, where PX
x, inst is the installed capacity and r∗p,X

x
is the equivalent periodic CExC-factor [27]. The equivalent periodic CExC-factor describes the CExC
per unit of installed capacity for a given period (in our case one year). The second term relates to the
operational expenditures. PX

x refers to the actual power produced in timestep t, τ is the time increment
and r∗Xx is the CExC-factor [27]. The CExC-factor describes the CExC per unit of consumed energy. Not
all components have both an investment and an operating part.

Yields only have an operational part and they are assessed by their exergy content rY
y . Therefore,

the exergy BY
y of a general yield component y is calculated:

BY
y =

∑
t

(
PY

y (t) · r
Y
y · τ

)
(9)

In this work we use oemof (open energy modelling framework) [51,52] for model generation. It
provides ready-to-use models for the basic energy system components (sources, sinks, conversion
units, storages, busses, basic energy transmission models). For this work we extend it with power
flow models for heat and gas flows and the respective busses. Individual components can only be
connected via a bus, busses can be either connected by conversion units or energy networks (Figure 2).
Several busses and their adjacent components can be grouped to cells [29].

3.3.1. Energy Imports, Loads and Excess Energy

Imports, loads and excess energy are flows of energy carriers over the system boundary, for
example electricity or gas exchange with their respective slacks (Figure 2). To model those, the oemof
components source and sink are used. Imports are flows of pre-processed energy carriers such as
electricity, natural gas, biomass or industrial waste heat into the energy system. They have a maximum
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power PI
i,max constraint (Equation (10)) and the CExC B∗Ii is added to the objective function (Equation

(11)). No investment expenditures are incurred, as they are already included in the CExC-factor r∗Ii .

PI
i(t) − PI

i,max(t) ≤ 0 (10)

B∗Ii =
∑

t

PI
i(t)·r

∗I
i ·τ (11)

Loads are flows of energy carriers to the consumers, for example electricity, process heat or
domestic heat. The demand time-series are given, and therefore, the actual values PL

l,actv of any load is

prescribed (Equation (12)). The yield BL
l is the exergy delivered to the consumer (Equation (13)):

PL
l (t) − PL

l,actv(t) = 0 (12)

BL
l =

∑
t

PL
l (t)·r·τ (13)

Excess energy PE
e are energy carriers that are neither consumed nor stored locally and are returned

to the grid. In our case this only applies to electricity. Excess energy has a maximum power PE
e,max

constraint (Equation (14)). The yield is the exergy BE
e stored in the energy carrier (Equation (15)).

PE
e (t) − PE

e,max(t) ≤ 0 (14)

BE
e =

∑
t

PE
e (t)·r

E
e ·τ (15)

3.3.2. RES

RES includes electricity produced by wind and PV. Their time-series are given, and therefore, an
actual value PR

r,actv is prescribed (Equation (16)). Since RES potentials are usually limited, a maximum
capacity PR

r,inst, max constraint is added (Equation (17)). RES CExC B∗Rr comprise both investment and
operating expenditures (Equation (18)). In the case of RES, the CExC-factor is equal to the exergy-factor
rR

r [53].
PR

r (t) − PR
r,actv(t) = 0 (16)

PR
r,inst − PR

r,inst, max ≤ 0 (17)

B∗Rr = PR
r,inst·r

∗p,R
r +

∑
t

PR
r (t)·r

R
r ·τ (18)

3.3.3. Conversion Units

Conversion units such as boilers, CHPs or heat pumps can have single or multiple inputs Pc,in
and outputs Pc,out. For a set of different energy carriers α, β, . . . ∈ Γ = {electricity, natural gas, heat,
hydrogen, biomass, . . . }, energy conversion is modelled using a conversion matrix Cc, which consists
of the conversion efficiencies ηc [33]. Therefore, the following constraints are added:

Pαc,out(t)

Pβc,out(t)
...

Pωc,out(t)

︸         ︷︷         ︸
Pc,out

=


ηα,α

c η
β,α
c · · · ηω,α

c

η
α,β
c η

β,β
c · · · η

ω,β
c

...
...

. . .
...

ηα,ω
c η

β,ω
c · · · ηω,ω

c

︸                            ︷︷                            ︸
Cc

∗


Pαc,in(t)

Pβc,in(t)
...

Pωc,in(t)

︸       ︷︷       ︸
Pc,in

(19)
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As there are several interdependent inputs and outputs, one of them must be defined as a reference
PC

c,re f . The installed capacity PC
c,inst and the equivalent periodic CExC-factor r∗p,C

c refer to this reference.
The reference input or output must be always less than or equal to the installed capacity (Equation
(20)). The expenditures are the CExC B*C necessary to install a conversion unit (Equation (21)):

PC
c,re f (t) − PC

c,inst ≤ 0 (20)

B∗Cc = PC
c,inst·r

∗p,C
c (21)

3.3.4. Storages

A differential energy balance between two consecutive timesteps is used to model energy storage.
The change in state of energy SOEs describes the currently stored energy, where ηs,in and ηs,out are the
input and output efficiencies and ηs,loss are the standby losses:

∆SOEs(t) = [ηs,in·Ps,in(t) − ηs,out·Ps,out(t)]·τ− ηs,loss·SOEs(t− 1) (22)

The current SOEs of energy must always be less than or equal to the installed capacity CS
s,inst

(Equation (23)). The expenditures are the CExC B∗Ss necessary to install a conversion unit (Equation (24)):

SOEs(t) −CS
s,inst ≤ 0 (23)

B∗Ss = CS
s, inst·r

∗p,S
s (24)

3.3.5. Energy Transmission

For energy transmission, two different models are compared. Basic and simplified network flow
models are compared with higher detail power flow models. The network flow models only consider
energy losses and are equivalent for all energy carriers. The power flow models also consider the
driving potential such as voltage or pressure in electricity, heat and natural gas grids, respectively.

Network flow models only use two constraints. One describes the transmission losses using
the transmission efficiency ηT

t (Equation (25)). The other one limits the maximum capacity PT
t,max

(Equation (26)):
PT

t,in(t)·η
T
t − PT

t,out(t) = 0 (25)

PT
t,in(t) − PT

t,max ≤ 0 (26)

The power flow models require additional constraints representing the physical power flow
relations. For the electricity flows we assume that the ohmic resistance R is negligibly small compared
to the reactance XT

t . In such a case, we can use a DC-approximated power flow model [11], where the
transmitted power PT,el

t is only dependent on the voltage angles ΘT,el
t,in and ΘT,el

t,out, and the reactance XT,el
t :

PT,el
t (t) =

ΘT,el
t,in −ΘT,el

t,out

XT,el
t

(27)

For heat and natural gas flows the non-linear relationship between power PT,g,h
t and pressure drop

(pT,g,h
t,in , pT,g,h

t,out ) is represented by piecewise linearised functions. The resistance RT,g,h
t depends on the

properties of the pipe ΦP
t (diameter, length, roughness, etc.) and the fluid ΦF

t (pressure, temperature,
composition). A detailed derivation is shown in the Appendix A.
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PT,g,h
t (t) =

√
pT,g,h

t,in − pT,g,h
t,out

RT,g,h
t

(
ΦP

t , ΦF
t

) (28)

3.3.6. Busses

All components such as conversion units, storages or transmission lines are connected via busses
in which all power flows (PB

b,in, PB
b,out) are balanced. Therefore, we add the following constraint for

any bus: ∑
in

PB
b,in(t) −

∑
out

PB
b,out(t) = 0 (29)

For the power flow models, additional constraints are necessary. They balance and limit voltage
angles and pressure levels. At any electrical bus just one voltage angle ΘB,el

b is allowed, which is equal

to the voltage angles of all inflows ΘB,el
b,in and outflows ΘB,el

b,out (Equation (30)). The voltage angles must

stay within their bounds of ΘB.el
b,min and ΘB,el

b,max (Equation (31)):

ΘB,el
b (t) = ΘB,el

b,in(t) = ΘB,el
b,out(t) (30)

ΘB.el
b,min ≤ ΘB,el

b (t) ≤ ΘB,el
b,max (31)

For heat and natural gas networks the same rules apply for the pressure level pB,g,h
b in the busses:

pB,g,h
b (t) = pB,g,h

b,in (t) = pB,g,h
b,out (t) (32)

pB,g,h
b,min ≤ pB,g,h

b (t) ≤ pB,g,h
b,max (33)

4. Case Study

We have designed a case study that aims to answer our research questions. It combines
CExC-minimisation, a multi-cell energy system and network and power flow representations. For a
given demand, grid capacities and renewable potentials, the optimal operation and installed capacities
of energy conversion units and storage facilities shall be determined. The different results of the
network flow(NF) model and the power flow (PF) model will be discussed.

4.1. System Description

We use a simplified model city, which is divided into four cells. Simplification is carried out
according to the cellular approach [29]. The cells represent the areas typical for a city: city centre (CC),
suburbs (CS), industrial areas (CI) and rural areas (CR) (Figure 3). In any cell, a range of conversion
technology, storages and RES for possible installation is provided. We use the same components as
used in [27]: battery, thermal energy storage (TES), H2-Storage, PV, wind, biomass boiler, gas boiler,
heat pump, PEM electrolyser, PEM fuel cell, resistance heater, biomass CHP, gas CHP. All relevant data
such as efficiencies and equivalent periodic CExC factors are overtaken from there. Tables presenting
this data are provided in the Appendix B.
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Each imported energy carrier (electricity and natural gas from the transmission grids, waste heat
from an industrial plant, biomass from the rural areas) needs to be assessed by its CExC-factor (Table 1).
Again, we apply the values of [27], which correspond to the current CExC-factors. An exception is
made for electricity. The current CExC-factor is 2.96, but we use a lower value of 2 because this already
corresponds to a future energy system with a higher share of renewable energy sources.

Table 1. CExC-factors for the different imported energy carriers [27].

Electricity Natural Gas Waste Heat Biomass

CExC-factor rI
i in MWh

MWh 2.0 1.21 0.21 1.1

The connection to the slack nodes for energy import is in CI. While the connection for electricity is
bidirectional, gas and waste heat can only be obtained from the source. The cells are connected by
electricity, natural gas and heat grids. While all cells are covered by the electricity grid, only the denser
populated cells are connected to the natural gas and heat grids. Maximum transmission capacities and
efficiencies can be found in Table 2.

Table 2. Installed slack node capacities and installed grid capacities and efficiencies.

Electricity Natural Gas Heat

CI-Slack Max. cap. PI
CI−S,max 600 MW 1000 MW 20 MW

CI-CC
Max. cap. PT

CI−CC,max 36 MW 163 MW 30 MW
Efficiency ηT

CI−CC 99.9% 99.9% 85%

CI-CS
Max. cap. PT

CI−CS,max 36 MW 141 MW 30 MW
Efficiency ηT

CI−CS 99.9% 99.9% 85%

CC-CS
Max. cap. PT

CC−CS,max 36 MW 100 MW
Efficiency ηT

CC−CS 99.9% 99.9%

CI-CR
Max. cap. PT

CI−CR,max 36 MW
Efficiency ηT

CI−CR 99.9%
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While maximum capacities and transmission capacities are sufficient for the network flow, we also
need the line and pipeline lengths, reactances XT,el

t and the pressure drops at maximum heat and gas

load (∆pT,g
t, max, ∆pT,h

t, max) for the power flow calculations (Table 3). The normalised power–pressure drop
relation (Table A1) is denormalised using the maximum capacities (Table 2) and the corresponding
maximum pressure drops (Table 3).

Table 3. Lengths, reactances and pressure drops for the power flow calculations.

Length lT
t Reactance XT,el

t Pressure Drop Gas ∆pT,g
t, max Pressure Drop Heat ∆pT,h

t, max

km W/km mbar mbar

CI-CC 2.5 0.0729 40.5 119.1
CI-CS 5.0 0.0729 40.5 119.1
CC-CS 7.5 0.0729 40.5
CI-CR 10.0 0.0729

For any cell electricity and domestic or process heat, time series are created based on the annual
demand EL

l (Table 4). In total, 80% of the process heat is considered to be waste heat and can be
further utilised for domestic heating. To create time series with a resolution of 15 min, the load profile
generator oemof.demandlib [54] was used. For any cell, a maximum potential for PV and wind RES
was assumed. Time series were obtained using renewables.ninja (location: latitude: 47.84, longitude:
16.54; year 2014) [55,56].

Table 4. Annual demand, annual RES potentials and the corresponding maximum power per cell.

Cell Electricity Domestic Heat Process Heat PV Wind

CC
Ann. Demand EL

CC GWh 137.5 405.0 31.8
Max. Power PL

CC,max MW 26.1 162.2 62.5

CS
Ann. Demand EL

CS GWh 110.0 315.0 65.5
Max. Power PL

CS,max MW 20.9 140.4 50

CI
Ann. Demand EL

CI GWh 220.0 72.0 130.9
Max. Power PL

CI,max MW 52.8 22.1 100

CR
Ann. Demand EL

CR GWh 82.5 180.0 49.1 697.1
Max. Power PL

CR,max MW 17.6 92.5 37.5 330

4.2. Results

The results show two basic, but different findings. The total CExC-expenditures and total installed
capacities show only minor differences for both cases. Nevertheless, the capacities of the installed
components in the individual cells differ significantly from the NF to PF case.

The largest deviations occur in the capacities of heat pumps, CHP, TES and batteries in the
well meshed CC and CS cells. Nevertheless, summed up over all cells, the installed conversion unit
capacities differ only marginally (see gap in Table 5). The biggest difference in total installed capacity
is for the CHP plant in CC. In most cases lower installed capacities are obtained with the NF model
than with the PF case. The same applies to the installed storage capacities (Table 6). Here, the power
flow model provides the lower installed capacities, except for the battery.

In the poorly interconnected cells such as CR or the process heat production the installed capacities
hardly differ, neither in the conversion units nor in the storages. Overall, apart from process heat
production where gas boilers and resistance heaters are used, only exergy-efficient technology such as
CHP and heat pumps are used for domestic heat production.
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Table 5. Installed conversion unit capacities PC
c,inst and RES capacities PR

r,inst.

CI CC CS CR Total Gap

MW MW MW MW MW MW

Gas boiler PH
NF 22.1 22.1

0.0PF 22.1 22.1

Resistance
heater PH

NF 20.8 20.8
0.0PF 20.8 20.8

Heat pump NF 163.0 145.4 240.2 548.6
+1.8PF 138.8 171.6 240.0 550.4

Biomass CHP
NF 7.1 7.1

+3.9PF 11.0 11.0

Fuel Cell
NF 20.0 20.0

0.0PF 20.0 20.0

Electrolyser NF 66.3 66.3
−0.2PF 66.1 66.1

Wind
NF 214.9 214.9

+0.1PF 215.0 215.0

PV
NF 100 62.5 50 212.5

0.0PF 100 62.5 50 212.5

Table 6. Installed storage capacities PS
s,inst.

CI CC CS CR Total Gap

MWh MWh MWh MWh MWh MWh

Battery NF 22.0 96.3 73.1 443.3 634.7
+1.5PF 22.0 162.5 6.9 444.8 636.2

TES
NF 1340.0 1625.2 8614.2 11579.4

−15.8PF 1728.8 1219.7 8614.2 11,563.6

H2 storage NF 13,474.0 13,474.0
−12.8PF 13,461.2 13,461.2

For operational analysis and comparison, we apply statistical methods on the time series of the
installed components. The parameters calculated for conversion units, powerlines, and pipes include
the mean power PX

x,m, the minimum power PX
x,min, the maximum power PX

x,max and the median power
PX

x,md. Additionally, we calculated the capacity factor cX
x,F. For the storages we carried out the same

calculations using the state of energies (SOE). Instead of the capacity factor, we calculated the number
of annual storage cycles cX

x,SC. The results are presented in Tables 7–9.
The data shows comparable capacity factors for the NF and PF case. Capacity factors for most

conversion units and RES range from 0.05 to 0.26. Exceptional is only the gas burner with 0.39 and the
gap for the biomass CHP between the NF and PF case. For all conversion units except for the process
heat gas boiler and the heat pump in CC, median values are zero. This means that they are switched
off for at least half of the time.

Storage cycles differ for all storages between NF and PF, with the exception of TES and H2-storage
in CR. In the well meshed cells CI, CC and CS batteries and TES show higher storage cycles compared
to CR. The mean TES’ SOE ranges from 17% to 21% of its maximum SOE. For batteries, this value
ranges from 49% to 62% in CC, CS and CR, and 18% to 21% in CI. The battery in CI is also the only
storage that is empty for more than 50% of the time (median is zero).
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Table 7. Statistical analysis of the conversion unit and RES timeseries.

cC
c,F PC

c,m PC
c,min PC

c,max PC
c,md

- MW MW MW MW

CI

Gas boiler PH
NF 0.39 8.6 0.0 22.1 8.4
PF 0.39 8.6 0.0 22.1 8.4

Resistance heater
PH

NF 0.08 1.7 0.0 20.8 0.0
PF 0.08 1.7 0.0 20.8 0.0

PV
NF 0.15 14.9 0.0 85.0 0.5
PF 0.15 14.9 0.0 85.0 0.5

CC

Heat Pump NF 0.21 34.2 0.0 163.0 0.3
PF 0.23 31.9 0.0 138.8 3.7

Biomass CHP
NF 0.05 0.4 0.0 7.1 0.0
PF 0.10 1.1 0.0 11.0 0.0

PV
NF 0.15 9.3 0.0 53.1 0.3
PF 0.15 9.3 0.0 53.1 0.3

CS
Heat Pump NF 0.20 29.4 0.0 145.4 0.0

PF 0.18 30.7 0.0 171.6 0.0

PV
NF 0.15 7.5 0.0 42.5 0.3
PF 0.15 7.5 0.0 42.5 0.3

CR

Heat Pump NF 0.09 21.8 0.0 240.2 0.0
PF 0.09 21.8 0.0 240.0 0.0

Fuel Cell
NF 0.26 6.9 0.0 26.7 0.0
PF 0.26 6.9 0.0 26.7 0.0

Electrolyser NF 0.11 5.1 0.0 20.0 0.0
PF 0.11 5.1 0.0 20.0 0.0

Wind
NF 0.24 51.8 0.1 212.9 39.6
PF 0.24 51.8 0.1 212.9 39.6

Table 8. Statistical analysis of the storages’ SOE time series.

cS
s,SC SOES

s,m SOES
s,min SOES

s,max SOES
s,md

- MWh MWh MWh MWh

CI Battery NF 108.1 3.9 0 22.0 0.0
PF 135.4 4.7 0 22.0 0.0

CC
Battery NF 131.8 50.6 0 96.3 51.7

PF 129.2 82.5 0 162.5 79.1

TES
NF 55.6 285.5 0 1339.8 138.7
PF 50.9 327.8 0 1728.8 153.8

CS
Battery NF 137.1 38.8 0 73.1 39.4

PF 128.7 3.4 0 6.9 2.9

TES
NF 40.0 297.3 0 1625.2 125.1
PF 38.9 204.3 0 1219.7 32.3

CR

Battery NF 72.4 221.9 0 443.3 212.2
PF 72.8 277.9 0 444.8 303.0

TES
NF 13.2 1583.5 0 8614.2 692.7
PF 13.2 1577.5 0 8614.2 684.7

H2-storage NF 4.5 8738.7 0 13,474.0 9881.4
PF 4.5 8698.5 0 13,461.2 9823.1
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Table 9. Statistical analysis of the powerline and heat pipeline time series.

PT
t,m PT

t,min PT
t,max PT

t,md

MW MW MW MW

CI-CC
Heat

NF 11.8 0.0 20.8 13.4
PF 13.1 0.0 20.8 10.7

CI-CS
Heat

NF 6.8 0.0 20.5 6.8
PF 5.4 0.0 20.8 6.4

CC-CS Electricity NF −0.1 −5.9 0.0 0.0
PF 2.3 −16.6 18.4 1.7

CI-CC Electricity NF 17.8 −27.2 36.0 14.7
PF 19.1 −31.7 36.0 18.9

CI-CR Electricity NF −29.6 −36.0 36.0 −36.0
PF −29.6 −36.0 36.0 −36.0

CI-CS Electricity NF 15.4 −21.1 36.0 11.2
PF 13.0 −20.2 36.0 10.7

The normalised load duration curves and boxplots in Figure 4 show changes between the NF and
PF model in all load flows except for the electrical stub line CI-CR. The occurring maximum values in
both directions stay the same for all load flows, apart from CC-CS. The electrical line CC-CS is barely
used in the NF case. The direct electricity flows from CI to CS in the NF case are partially rerouted in
the PF case. This leads to higher flows through CI-CC and CC-CS and reduced flows through CI-CS.
This can be seen from the shifted boxes in the box plot (Figure 4) and the changed mean values (Table 9).
Those changed electricity flows also cause a better utilisation of the CI-CC heat pipeline at the expense
of the CI-CS pipeline (Table 9).
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The overall results show a total CExC-expenditures increase by 0.1% in the PF case compared to the
NF case (Table 10). These are due to increased energy imports and higher infrastructure expenditures
(+0.2% each). Electricity imports decrease (−5.8% compared to NF), while the biomass increases by 1.9
times (Table 11). The yields do not differ for both cases.

Table 10. CExC expenditures and yields.

Expenditures in GWh Yields in GWh

RES Import Infrastructure Total Load Excess Total

NW 732.1 454.8 133.3 1320.2 766.0 19.9 785.9
PF 732.2 455.7 133.6 1321.5 766.0 19.9 785.9

Table 11. CExC for the imported energy carriers.

Electricity Gas Heat Biomass

GWh GWh GWh GWh

NF 312.6 95.9 36.4 9.9
PF 294.5 95.9 36.4 28.9

5. Discussion and Conclusions

First, we will discuss the results and analyse the reasons for the differences between the results of
the NF and PF models. Then we will close this section with a conclusion and an outlook.

5.1. Model Discussion and Comparison

The difference of only 0.1% shows that the two different load flow models only have a minor
impact on the overall results. The same conversion and storage technology systems are selected for the
NF and PF models, but there are differences in the installed capacities and the operating behaviour.
In cells at the end of stub lines, such as CR or the process heat demand in CI, the installed capacities
and the operational statistical parameters hardly change at all. The main differences occur in the well
meshed cells CC and CS (compare Tables 5–9).

In NF models, the flows from one to another cell are independent from any other flow and are only
restricted by the maximum capacity. In PF models all flows are linked by the power flow equations
leading to specific voltage angles and pressure levels in the respective busses. Compared to the NF
calculations, this leads to changes in load flows and the installed capacities of heat pumps and storages
in the CC and CS cells. To fulfil the load flow equations in the PF case, the direct electricity flows
from CI to CS are reduced, but they are rerouted via CI-CC and CC-CS. The CC-CS line is hardly used
in the NF case (Figure 4). In the PF case, this rerouting causes an increased heat pump capacity and
decreased battery and TES capacities in CS. For CC it is vice-versa.

The component with the most significant differences between NF and PF is the CHP in CC. The
total installed capacity and operational statistical parameters differ between the NF and PF case like
for no other component. Its capacity increases by 55% and its capacity factor doubles compared to the
NF case. In the PF case the CHP is needed in times of high heat and power demand in CS and CC.
Then the powerlines from CI to CC and CS are fully loaded. To satisfy the load flow equations, a flow
from CC to CS must also be established, which is provided by the CHP. The load duration curve shows
this state in Figure 4 with a small horizontal section at 79.4% of the maximum transmission capacity.

In the well meshed inner parts of the city (CI, CS, CC) the capacity factors of heat pumps (01.18–0.23
to 0.09) and the annual storage cycles for batteries (108.1–137.1 to 72.4–72.8) and TES (38.9–55.6 to 13.2)
are higher than in cell CR for the NF and PF case (Tables 7 and 8). This is caused by the lower demand to
RES potential ratio in the inner cells compared to the rural cell CR and the limited network connection
of CR. Due to excess energy, this leads to lower operational expenditures for energy production and
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therefore allows higher infrastructure expenditures. This is analogous to results for a nodal pricing
scheme in the electricity market [57].

Data in Table 10 shows that the use of the NF or PF model does not lead to significant differences
in expenditures and yields. Additionally, operating and investment expenditures remain in the same
order of magnitude. Even though the total expenditures for energy import only change by 0.9 GWh
(this is equivalent to 0.2%), in the PF case there is a shift from electricity imports to biomass imports.
This is caused by the biomass CHP, which must be installed in CC due to the load flow equations in
the PF case.

In the real world, the high and medium voltage levels of electricity grids can be regarded as
heavily meshed. Low-voltage networks are also built as meshed networks but are operated as radial
networks for reasons of easier fault clearance. Large scale district heating networks are usually meshed,
smaller ones are implemented as radial networks [58]. High pressure transmission gas networks are
operated as radial networks, but the low pressure distribution grids are meshed [59]. Based on the
results of the case studies, general recommendations for the modelling of different network levels and
types can be derived (Table 12): PF models best reflect meshed networks, NF models offer insight to
radial networks and stub lines.

Table 12. Proposed use of NF and PF for different energy carriers and types of networks.

NF PF

Electricity grids
High voltage/transmission X

Medium voltage/distribution X
Low voltage/distribution X

District heating networks Large scale X
Small scale X

Gas networks
High pressure/transmission X
Low pressure/distribution X

5.2. Conclusion and Outlook

This work compares NF and PF formulations for the optimum installed conversion unit and
storage capacities in a multi-cell municipal energy system model. The results show that the total
CExC-expenditures for both approaches are in the same order of magnitude. However, on a cellular level
there occur differences in installed storage and conversion unit capacities, especially in well-meshed
cells. More detail in the model delivers more accurate results, but also requires more input parameters
(which are not always available) and is computationally more expensive. For our models, computation
times were in the range of one to several hours for the NF model and in the range of one to several
days for the PF model (used system configuration: 32-core AMD Ryzen Threadripper 2990WX with
128GB RAM). Parametrisation of components in a multi-cell model has major impacts on computation
times and result quality. Further details are provided in Appendix C.

In general, NF-like models are often used for large scale energy system models, for example in a
scenario analysis for the future configuration of Great Britain’s power system [60]. In the context of
optimal system design, PF models are employed for electricity grid specific applications, like the long
term capacity planning in Switzerland [61]. Which energy transmission representation to select for
a certain model depends on the objective and purpose of the task, the available input data and the
energy grid design. In radial networks, differences between an NF and PF approach will be smaller
than in meshed networks.

The basic concept of CExC-minimisation was presented in [27]. In the current work we added
the spatial dimension by investigating two different grid representations. Future research fields may
concern the methodology and input data as well as the application of the methodology on different
sectors. Improvements to the methodology include the implementation of further RES, conversion and
storage technology. There is also the possibility that DSM can reduce the necessary storage capacity.
Through stochastic modelling, variable RES can be modelled more realistically.
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For the input data, the quality of the CExC-factors is crucial. This applies to the parameters
themselves, as well as to the accuracy of the modelling. At the moment we mainly use data from the
life cycle assessment database ProBas [62], a comparison to the data from other databases such as
ecoinvent [63] can be beneficial. At the time of writing, all CExC-factors are constant. However, for
electricity it will vary over the day and the year depending on the supply of RES. The same applies for
the demand, which is currently also modelled-fixed.

The methodology is so general that future applications will cover a wide field. This ranges from
small energy systems such as houses to larger energy systems such as entire countries. In our case study,
we only modelled the domestic sector, which includes households, small businesses and governmental
organisations. In particular, the inclusion of the transport sector (electromobility) and the industrial
sector can reveal additional synergies.
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Abbreviations

AC alternating current
CExC cumulative exergy consumption
CHP combined heat and power
DC direct current
EU European Union
HP heat pump
MES multi energy system
MILP mixed integer linear programming
NF network flow
OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
OPF optimal power flow
PF power flow
RES renewable energy sources
TES thermal energy storage

Nomenclature

A cross section r exergy factor
B CExC-yield r∗ CExC-factor
B∗ CExC-expenditures r∗p equivalent periodic CExC-factor
C storage capacity SOE state of energy
D diameter T time period
e specific energy t time series
L length X reactance
m mass δ density
P power η efficiency
p pressure θ voltage angle
R resistance λ friction factor
Re Reynolds number τ time step

Appendix A. Linearisation of the Heat and Gas Flows and Pressure Losses

Equation (28) is based on the Darcy-Weißbach-Equation, which describes the pressure loss of
circular pipes t (Equation (A1)). L is the length of the pipe, D is the diameter of the pipe, λ is the
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friction factor of the pipe,
.

mt is the mass flow, At is the cross-sectional area of the pipe, ρt is the
density of the flow, PT,g,h

t is the transmitted power through the pipe and et is the specific energy stored

in the transporting fluid (
.

mt =
PT,g,h

t
et

). For gas flows, et is equal to the gross caloric value, for heat
flows et = cp,t∆Θt which is the energy between two temperature levels (Θt,in, Θt,out) of a supply and
return flow.

∆pT = λ ·
L
D
·
ρ

2
·

( .
m

A · ρ

)2

= λ ·
L · ρ
2 ·D

·

 PT,g,h
t

A · ρ · e


2

(A1)

The only factor in this equation that changes between a linear flow or a turbulent flow through
the pipe, is the friction factor λt, described in Equation (A2). In Equation (A3), Ret is the Reynolds
number, Dt is the diameter of the pipe and εt is the pipe roughness:

laminar flow : λt =
64
Ret

(A2)

turbulent flow :
1
√
λt

= 2 · log
(

εt

3.71 ·Dt
+

2.51
Ret
·

1
√
λt

)
(A3)

Equation (A1) can be rearranged so that it describes the relation between pressure difference ∆pT

and the power flow PT,g,h
t . This relation we call the resistance RT,g,h

t :

∆pT,g,h
t = pT,g,h

t,in − pT,g,h
t,out =

λt · Lt

2 ·Dt ·A2
t · ρt · e2

t

·RT,g,h
t

2 =
1

RT,g,h
t

2
· PT,g,h

t
2 (A4)

PT,g,h
t =

√
pT,g,h

t,in − pT,g,h
t,out

RT,g,h
t

(A5)

Since ∆pt is a root function, and the resistance RT,g,h
t is not constant, the relation between pressure

and power flow is not linear. To be able to use MILP solvers, we need to approximate this relation by
piecewise linearisation. This is done by determining the values of this function at certain grid points.
In between these points, we use the convex combination methodology for interpolation [64].

We use the commercial pipe simulation software PSS SINCAL [65] to determine the grid points
for the piecewise linearised function for the description of the relation between transmitted power
and pressure loss. PSS SINCAL uses Equations (A1)–(A3) to calculate the pressure loss. Typical
pipe dimensions and fluid properties for the heat and gas pipes are used to design model pipes. In
those the power Pi is stepwise adjusted between 0 and the maximum power Pmax. For each step i,
the corresponding pressure drop ∆pi is determined. For generalisation, both values are normalized.
The denormalisation can be achieved by multiplying the normalised values with the respective
maximum values.

Table A1. Pipe properties.

Heat Pipe Gas Pipe

Diameter 350 mm 300 mm
Length 1000 m 1000 m

Temperature difference Supply/return 50 ◦C
Gross calorific value 11 kWh/Nm3

Pipe roughness 1 mm 0.3 mm
Max. power 50 MW 163 MW
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Table A2. Normalised power and pressure loss.

Step i Norm. Power Pi,n Norm. Pressure Loss ∆pi,n

Natural Gas District Heat

1 0.0 0.000 0.000
2 0.2 0.062 0.040
3 0.4 0.158 0.160
4 0.6 0.358 0.360
5 0.8 0.637 0.640
6 1.0 1.000 1.000

Appendix B. Component Properties and Equivalent Periodic CExC-Factors

Component properties and equivalent periodic CExC-factors for model input are presented in
Tables A3–A5. All data is obtained from [27]. CExC-factors describe the cumulative amount of exergy
needed to provide one unit of energy. Since energy and exergy are expressed in MWh, this results in a
dimensionless factor (or MWh/MWh). The equivalent periodic CExC-factor describes the cumulative
exergy needed to install one unit of RES, storage or conversion unit for a given period. Capacities
of RES and conversion units are measured in MW, capacities of storages in MWh. In our case the
investigated period is one year. Therefore, equivalent periodic CExC-factors are either MWh/(MW · a)
(RES, conversion units) or MWh/(MWh · a) (storages).

Table A3. Storages.

Technology Inflow Efficiency Outflow Efficiency Capacity Loss Equivalent Periodic CExC-Factor

- - 1
s

MWh
MWh·a

Battery ηS
b,in = 0.86 ηS

b,out = 0.86 ηS
b,loss = 10−8 r∗p,S

b = 16.42
TES ηS

t,in = 0.99 ηS
t,out = 0.99 ηS

t,loss = 2× 10−4 r∗p,S
t = 0.42

H2-Storage ηS
h,in = 0.98 ηS

h,out = 0.98 ηS
h,loss = 10−8 r∗p,S

h = 1.24

Table A4. Conversion units.

Type Efficiency Equivalent Periodic CExC-Factor

- MWh
MW·a

Biomass boiler ηC
bb,th = 0.85 r∗p,C

bb,th = 8.14

Gas boiler ηC
gb,th = 0.95 r∗p,C

gb,th = 6.83

Heat pump COPC
hp, th = 3 r∗p,C

hp,th = 2.60

PEM electrolyser ηC
pe,H2

= 0.8 r∗p,C
pe,H2

= 126.68

PEM fuel cell ηC
p f ,el = 0.8 r∗p,C

p f ,el = 126.68

Resistance heater ηC
rh,th = 0.99 r∗p,C

rh,th = 1.30

Biomass CHP ηC
bc,th = 0.5; ηC

bc,el = 0.35 r∗p,C
bc,el = 81.5

Gas CHP ηC
gc,th = 0.5; ηC

gc,el = 0.35 r∗p,C
gc,el = 24.34

Table A5. RES.

Type CExC-Factor Equivalent Periodic CExC-Factor
MWh
MWh

MWh
MW·a

PV r∗Rp = 1 r∗p,R
p = 347.6

Wind r∗Rw = 1 r∗p,R
w = 67.1
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Appendix C. PF Equations, Multi-Cell Models and Result Quality

The main objective of this work is to minimise the CExC. In case of working with several
interconnected cells, the data and properties of the components is a critical aspect. In our case study,
energy grids only contribute their direct energy losses to the total CExC. In addition, the grid losses are
usually small compared to the conversion losses [66]. The NF and PF load flow equations are only
constraints that must be satisfied. However, they contribute indirectly to the total CExC because they
affect installed capacities and operation of conversion units and storages.

In addition, the parameterisation of multi-cell models is an essential point. We assume a system
configuration like in Figure A1, a two-cell system that is connected by a heat pipe. Heat source and
storage are in one cell and another storage and a heat load in the other cell. Both storages have the same
properties and the heat pipe has no capacity restriction. When solving this problem, the solver will
always obtain the same result for the total installed storage capacity. However, the installed capacities
for the individual cells as well as the time series of the heat flow in the pipe can differ for each solution,
because mathematically it makes no difference in which cell the storage is located, since there is no
contribution of the heat flow to the overall result. Any solution is equal to the other and anyone is
mathematically correct.
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When using a piecewise linearised pressure loss formulation for the PF, things become even more
complicated. Most of the modern MILP solvers such as Gurobi [67] use a two-stage solution approach.
First the linear problem is solved (e.g., using simplex or barrier algorithm) and then the integer problem
is solved by a branch-and-cut tree search. Feasible solutions can be obtained by a MIP-heuristic or by
branching. The solver stops as soon as a MIP solution is within a predefined gap to the linear solution.

In our case the target value has a magnitude of 106. Storage losses per time unit are in the
magnitude of 10−4 (TES) and 10−8 (battery, H2-storage). Therefore, there might exist several different,
but feasible solutions within the termination condition. Their target values may differ only slightly,
but individual values may differ significantly. In our work this concerns the domestic heat supply in
CS and CC, and mainly the installed storage capacities.
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